Goodlife Rebuild.
Itterative optimisation
At Goodlife Health Clubs I continually analysed the site for opportunities,
prioritised them based on impact to the business and dev availability, groomed
the backlog and managed the sprints to deliver from start to finish. There are three
major improvements to the Goodlife website that I delivered - the home page,
timetable and club specific pages for all 72 locations.

Home & club pages
When the Goodlife site initially launched, the user had to select a club before even
reaching the home page. This modal was intrusive and a churn point. I worked
with the development agency and QA team to strip back this requirement (and the
associated cookie) so that we could build a brand-friendly home page.
We also worked together to create stronger club pages for each of the 72 locations.
By balancing the needs of our prospects, staff and technical teams we created a
new club page template that converts.

Timetable
One of the great things about Goodlife is the huge offering of classes. We
received feedback from members that finding these classes was difficult with the
previous timetable design. To deliver a better experience for members and staff,
we developed a mobile-friendly timetable which could be filtered on location,
duration and class type. Perfect for finding a class when members are on the move
or visiting a club they aren’t familiar with.
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Goodlife Challenges.
Acquisition and information
Each year Goodlife Health Clubs runs two major challenges - the 8 Week Challenge
and the 12 Week Challenge. Both of these programs have two sub-categories Transformation and Fitter Faster Stronger.
For marketing, the first component of these programs is acquisition. I was
responsible for crafting a number of promotional eDMs and landing pages designed
to inspire members to participate. Using dynamic content for gender and fitness, I
delivered informative and considered emails for members.
The Goodlife Challenges are a really exciting opportunity for the marketing team
to test and learn. The challenges have a long history and sales can be directly
linked to an activity. I worked closely with the Communications Manager to track
which of the channels triggered in-club or online sign ups. This information helped
inform future activity for the business.

Keeping participants on track
The second component for Goodlife challenges is ongoing communications
for participants. Each 8 Week Challenge has 24 different emails, while 12 Week
Challenges have 34 individual emails. These weekly emails encourage members to
take advantage of healthy recipes, particpate in events and keep them motivated
to achieve their goals.
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Absolute Database.
Turning subscribers into consumers
Absolute Board Co is home to Penny Skateboards, Uppercut Deluxe and Z-Flex
Skateboards. As Database and Online Promotions Manager I was determined to
grow the subscriber base and increase conversions across all three brands. It was
no short order, but over the course of just a few months I increased the global B2C
database by 28.83%.
It wasn’t just growth for the sake of growth. Open rates averaged 24.7%, click
through sat at 4.5%. Conversion on site was up to 14%. Previously, the B2C database
had been encouraged to sign up to receive discount codes. To build a stronger
database I stopped these offers, and instead shifted focus to content and gift
promotions. This led to higher subscription rates, stronger open and click through.

Database Contacts (All Brands)
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Embryo.
Old is new again
There are some projects that make you swoon when they are delivered; projects
that feel truly satisfying, from start to finish. Embryo Summer 14 was definitely one
of them.
Embryo is an annual promotional record that connects upcoming, local artists
with advertisers. I was responsible for managing all of the moving parts for Embryo
and there were just a few of them. Once the tracks were selected and licensed
the next step was getting the record pressed and distributed. I worked with internal
sound technicians and our record pressing partner, Zenith Records, to deliver the
tracks in the right way for the best quality press.

Details that make a difference
Designed by Daniel De Sousa, the artwork concept was a subtle nod to the
medium. Sending out a mixtape pressed on vinyl seemed kind of old-school, so
we played up that concept by smashing CDs. We flipped the track listing vertically
for each side of the record, just as you would flip the record itself.
Once the pressed records arrived I managed packing and distribution to clients
and prospects across the country - all just in time for Christmas.
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Cutting Edge Rebrand.
A fresh start for an established brand
Cutting Edge underwent a massive rebrand in 2014 - moving from a bright red
colour palette to a stripped back, monochrome vibe.
The new brand identity was refined, modern and clean - a reflection of the day-today at Cutting Edge. The identity and mark were carried across the business; from
idents, showreels, business cards, stationery, collateral and wine bags to a brand
new website. I bought on a new print supplier that provide superior quality print
materials, under budget.
Despite the significant volume of deliverables the project was delivered on time
and on budget. Communication was critical to successfully managing internal and
external stakeholders, and to roll over the branding seamlessly.

Seamless online and in print
I collaborated with internal designers and developers to create an updated website
that really worked for the business. Working internally meant that I had to move the
project forward without impacting client projects.
With studios in Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne it was also important for me to
liaise with leaders in each city. The Cutting Edge website had to fit each market
and appeal to a range of different clients.
The end result is a website that creates a space for the work to speak, without
being ostentatious. The information architecture is solid - giving the business room
to expand into different segments of post-production without being restricted by
what their website can and cannot do.
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Back to School.
Tactical sales campaigns that pop
The Back to School and Work campaign offered customers a Next Byte Gift Card
as a GWP. This resulted in discounting dropping significantly, increased return
prospects and drove additional sales.
The hero of the campaign was a 16 page catalogue, which was carefully curated
to include great opportunities for supplies and the perfect products for prospects
heading back to school. The campaign was also supported in-store collateral,
eDMs, display and social.
Throughout the campaign I updated stores on how they were tracking with their
goals and workshopped solutions with under-performing locations.

Benchmarking that isn’t boring
Snap a Selfie was a great way to test the effectiveness of social and establish
performance expectations for each platform. It was developed to sit alongside
the Back to School and Work campaign and was carried across in store collateral,
catalogue, paid social and display.
The campaign encouraged customers to take a selfie in store for their chance to
win a $2,500 Next Byte gift card. It was a great way to drive traffic and connect
the dots between digital and in store. There were some fantastic entries and the
winner of the competition was really excited about their fresh new iMac. Always
impossible to impress, the stores loved the concept and creative.
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Next Byte Database.
Fostering purchase frequency
Over the course of three years, I actively worked to increase the Next Byte
database. Database subscribers went from 27,741 to 151,362 - with unsubscription
remaining low. This growth was supported by strong eDM performance. Open
rates for targeted eDMs averaged 23.4%, whilst click through was 11.6%.
There were a few key growth moments during the time I was working on the
database. The first was the launch of a customer facing campaign, Spin & Win.
The second was the launch of a new iPhone, where there is significant demand
for information. The final was the Christmas period, and a key campaign, Share
the Joy. This campaign really leveraged the existing database to drive increased
purchase frequency and additional device consideration.

Database growth over time
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Vivid Store Website.
Diving into digital
A youth fashion retailer with two bricks and mortar locations, Vivid Store required
a rebrand and their first eCommerce website.
Functionality and ease of use was critical to the success of the site. It was important
to plan ahead to minimise future development costs while working with a budget
and very firm timeframe. To ensure we fell within budget I managed all content
creation and product photography internally. I also worked closely with the
development team to deliver eComm, blog, newsletter signup and my account
functionality in time for launch.
After launch we made the strategic decision to expand to a second eCommerce
platform - Westfield online. This was the ideal way to increase the footprint to a
national level without additional resources or capex investment. Pretty exciting
considering the only digital footprint prior to launch was social.

Skye has played a big role in shaping our business.
During her time as Marketing Coordinator, Skye managed the
development of our first website and eCommerce platform.
Her love of retail marketing shines with each project and it’s
been fantastic to see her grow since her time at Vivid.
Esther Allen - Vivid Store General Manager
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Iriwoo.
Building a brand just for fun
In my day-to-day I create great things with pixels, but I’m also a little crafty. One
weekend I took a resin workshop with Bianca Maverick and absolutely fell in love
with mixing pigments and pouring. I kept practicing until I felt like I was ready to
kick off my own brand.
I worked with my partner, Simon Tapson, to develop a brand identity that reflected
the vibrant style I was going for. I named the brand after my dog, Iris, so really
wanted to have some fun with it. I lettered the logo over and over again until we
were both happy with it. I gave Simon some creative direction around colours
then left it up to him to bring it to life across business cards, thank you cards,
banners and backing cards.

Pixels and pigment combined
In the meantime I got to work pushing pixels. I built a stand-alone eCommerce
store on Shopify and launched an Etsy store as well. In the lead up to Christmas I
expanded my footprint a little by popping-up at specialty markets across Brisbane.
It had been a little while since I had done any heavy copywriting, so it was great
to craft product descriptions and social captions. Iriwoo has been a great way for
me to experiment with new platforms and test things that I haven’t been able to
in my 9-to-5.
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Five Words.
A project to build skills
In 2010 I was working side-by-side with a talented designer - Melissa Lee. I was
determined to learn more about design while Mel wanted to learn more about
digital; it was the perfect opportunity to team up and share our skills so together
we launched Five Words.
Every day we created original typography pieces using only five words and shared
them on a quick tumblr page. Originally just for the two of us, the project quickly
attracted thousands of fans and followers. By 2013 we had over 720 pieces of
original artwork and were averaging over 34,000 sessions per month. Pages per
session regularly sat around 20. Yup - 20 pages per session! Our most popular
posts were reblogged over 22,000 times.

What happened next
Mel and I were crowned 2012 Pedestrian.TV Bloggers of the Year and named the
Photography and Design Blog of the Year. This launched some fun collaborations
with the likes of Intel, Mimco and the Transport Accident Commission (Victoria).
Five Words also had a range of prints and in 2014 we released a range of diaries for
Marks Japan. It was super kawaii to see it sitting in Loft Japan.
The project gained so much traction that it was featured on DesignTaxi, Frankie
and Joy Ever After. Five Words was a great project that has completely shifted the
way I think about design, content marketing, online communities and how to turn
fans into consumers.
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